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There are plenty of flooring brands available in the market today, which boasts of providing
durability and of withstanding the impacts that are encountered by it. However, not floor could resist
100% impact, especially if a sledge hammer is used. But the flooring solutions from Wilson art
laminate are sure to withstand impacts beyond your imagination. All flooring solutions from Wilson
art laminate is said to pass through the impact test conducted by the manufacturer, before it is
marketed to the consumers..

Exciting colors

Apart from the durability provided by Wilson art laminate, you would also be excited with the
different range of colors. The wilsonart laminate colors are appealing and come in four collections
which include classic, professional studio, estate plus and the red label collection. The color and
style entirely depends on the taste of the consumer and is easily available in the market at
reasonable prices.

The available colors are maple, Carolina ash, maple, maple blush, northern birch, arrow cherry,
Hawaiian bamboo, tapestry maple, etc. The colors are quite unique and enhance the beauty of the
house. You can get the Wilsonart laminate colors of your choice at a reasonable rate to beautify
your house. The floors that are marketed by this manufacturer are said to be durable even for the
business establishments. Offices, salons, gift shops and many other types of business
establishments tend to take advantage from this type of flooring as it has a very sophisticated look.
This way, the owners could get beauty combined with durability.

Most of the home owners and business establishments use the wilson art laminate flooring for their
residence and offices to get value for their money and hence are quite popular among the users.
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For more information on a wilson art laminate, check out the info available online; these will help
you learn to find the a wilsonart laminate colors!
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